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COGNITION
COGNITION

Individual

EnvironmentTask

“return to the lived world beneath the 
objective world” – Maurice Merleau-Ponty
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EC principles

“work materials such as a blind man’s cane, a cell biologist’s 
microscope, or a mathematician’s calculator can become so 
deeply integrated into one’s cognitive processing, by scaffolding 
the structure of a task and even providing active sources of 
information-processing, that they are more properly viewed as 
parts of an extended cognitive system, rather than as mere 
stimuli or passive external memory resources for a disembodied 
mind” - Andy Clark as cited by Theiner 2014

(1) Emergence

• Properties not fixed but emergent – lived 
experience ‘in-vivo’, rather than symbolic 
representation, provides meaning and context 
for cognition

(2) Grounded Cognition

• Body acts as a constraint, distributor, and 
regulator for cognition – brain, body, and 
behavior interact rather than cognition isolated 
to traditional view of brain/mind → …Instead: 
body IS mind

(3) Extended Mind

• Cognition extends into the milieu of active 
environments and emerges beyond the bounds 
of brain and body
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Perception-action coupling
Traditional model: Symbolic representations are I. encoded, II. stored, 
and III. retrieved

EC: I. Current state of system, II. behavioral/action trigger of state, III. 
and set of possible states

Perception-action coupling engages environment 
and mind/brain

“Heavy pre-processing” doesn’t occur in the brain first, rather 
cognition always in-motion and modulated by nervous system -
Integration of information not as important as distribution

Traditional cognitive theorists want to know where information is integrated in the brain… EC argues information is 
distributed across nerves in the body, various organs and the CNS - If or not information is ever actually integrated in a 
single ‘store’ is not relevant to them (which frustrates the heck out of traditional cognitivists)
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Ex

TRADITIONAL PARADIGM

Playing golf on a Sunday afternoon…

Memory, perception, and sensation 
processing reminds golfer of what he 
did last time to hit a hole-in-one

Processing occurs in his brain and is 
translated to his muscles to determine 
his angle, force of swing, etc.

State outcome: Use memory schemas 
effectively to score well
Goal state situated in brain/mind

EC PARADIGM

Playing golf on a Sunday afternoon…

Environment, body constraints, and 
possible proprioceptive states 
determine course of action in-situ

Optimal swing is determined by an 
interplay of these factors – each 
provides useful cognitive data

State outcome: Optimize available 
data to hit a hole-in-one
Goal state situated on the course
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A-not-B - Piaget

TRADITIONALIST

“Piaget devised this task to assess when infants 
understand that objects persist in time and space 
independent of one’s own actions on them… The 
experimenter hides a tantalizing toy under a lid at 
location A. A 3-5 second delay is imposed before 
the infant is allowed to search. Typically infants 
reach correctly to the A hiding location and find 
the hidden toy. This A-location trial is repeated 
several times. Then, there is the critical switch 
trial: the experimenter hides the object at a new 
location, B. A brief delay is again imposed and 
then the infant is allowed to reach. Infants of 8-10 
months of age make a curious “error.” They reach, 
not to where they saw the object disappear, but 
back to A, where they had found the object 
previously.”

EC

“The shift appears to be tightly tied to self-
locomotion, which also emerges in this same 
period. Individual infants stop making the error 
when they begin to self-locomote. Critically, one 
can take infants who do not yet self-locomote and 
who make the error and and make them self-
locomote 3 to 4 months earlier than they normally 
would, by putting them in infant walkers… moving 
oneself about – over things, by things, into things, 
around things – presents new experiences, new 
patterns of spatio-temporal relations, that alter 
the infant’s representation of objects, space, and 
self.”

Additional interaction with the environment 
allows the infant to know to reach towards 
location B with enough trial-and-error via in-situ 
experience within context
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EC Summarized

THE COGNITIVE SCIENTIST THE EC SCIENTIST
1. Computer metaphor of mind (1970): rule-based, logic 
driven; stage-like transfer of information

1. Coupling metaphor of mind: form of embodiment + 
environment + action constrain cognitive processes

2. Black-box analysis - cognition can be understood by 
focusing primarily on an organism’s internal processes →
Sensory data is received then processed ‘off-site’ in a 
separate part of mind

2. Relational analysis - any division between mind, body, 
and environment is unnatural and their interplay must 
be studied to understand cognition

3. Primacy of computation/connection 3. Primacy of goal-directed action unfolding in real time

4. Cognition as passive or active retrieval
4. Cognition as emergent phenomenon based upon an 
organism’s embodied, goal-directed actions

5. Symbolic or encoded representations 5. Sensorimotor (non-rule-based) representations
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Almer 2015
•Almér and colleagues 2015 argue that cognition does not occur in a vacuum - Links back to 
cellar theory of biological mechanisms that do not interact in closed systems (Collective 
Cognition and Distributed Information Processing from Bacteria to Humans, 2015)

•Cognition as a socially-situated process

•Most cognitivists agree that cognition occurs in a parallel distributed fashion 
across networks - Almer et al. argue why stop at individual minds and not 
consider PDP in a social world..

•Evidence from other animals:
• Coordination of antelope to avoid predators, complementary behavior of 

ants - Do humans also leverage GC in a similar fashion?
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How is group cognition tested?
⎯Much of the work has been done on research with teams. Research Q: Does the 
team perform better / more productively than all individual members of the team 
combined?

⎯ ‘Shared knowledge/understanding’ hypothesis

⎯Centered on the notion of ‘joint attention’ rather than individually scaffolded 
attention

⎯See ‘Developing team cognition - A role for simulation’

⎯Other work done on flight simulation and role of expertise
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Shared goal

• Decision making
• Judgment
• Problem-solving

Shared goal

• Decision making
• Judgment
• Problem-solving

Joint attention
(Tomasello’s model)

“if the Ikea instructions tell you it will 
take one person 45 minutes to build the 
table but you and your friend do it in 15, 
you’ve just used GC… with a cost-saving 
of 15min” (AD)
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Parallel individual action v Group 
cognition
PARALLEL INDIVIDUAL ACTION

❖Actions done by individuals in parallel 
are not regarded GC

❖Cognitive effects are additive

❖But still interesting (wisdom of the crowd 
= each person guess jellybeans)

❖Example: Two people on opposite sides 
of the stadium cheer for their player

GROUP COGNITION

❖Truly collaborative via processes such as 
cross-cuing and building on a shared 
cognitive model

❖Cognitive effects are multiplicative

❖Example: Everyone claps/cheers in a 
sports game as a unified team

❖Ex: Team of software engineers must 
solve a problem that can only 
collaboratively be done by coders & 
designers working towards a common 
goal
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GC
In which contexts does GC occur?

➢Shared agency in group dynamics –
“The class did the activity” (GC) or 
“each student in the class did the 
activity (parallel individual)

➢ New way of conceiving joint 
cognitive effects – Group behavior 
seen as actually performative 
rather than symbolic (The 
Government said… The Church 
decided→ In fact the 
government/organization is a ’live’ 
cognitive ecosystem rather than 
symbolic figurehead)

➢Problem solving

When problem seen as shared rather 
than individual

➢Learning and recall

Cross-cuing

➢Co-reasoning

➢Creative tasks

Case exemplar: Enclothed cognition

Case exemplar: Building a mega 
sandcastle
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LO3. Examine the EC thesis: 
Recollection

“A cultural perspective on autobiographical memory suggests that the memory is more than just a neurocognitive (brain/mind) entity that 
transcends social context and culture.” Qi Wang, Cornell University

Buds –
Why do y’all 
still 
remember 
Edison as 
having 
invented 
that 
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Cognitive bonus

Collective/group Individual parallel

Cognitive bonus+ Yes No

Cognitive deficit- Yes No
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Cognitive bonus and intention
Joint intention: Second-person 
engagement between self and significant 
other (Mead) – Responsive to tangible
situation

Collective intention: Non-personal 
engagement with abstract other (Mead) -
Responsive to abstract group expectations

Parallel = tangible memory trace (outcome X)

Group = fuzzy/abstract trace (outcome is 
abstract)

Examples

“Can you pay the bills this week?” “I’ll do 
the laundry” (Parallel done individually) = 
15 hours on housework

All 5 family members build on each 
other’s efforts to complete the housework 
(Group) = done faster and more efficiently 
(10hrs per week on housework)
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Re-consolidation
and fuzzy trace 
theory

oReactivation of a memory trace previously 
consolidated puts it back into a fragile state 
possibly corrupting the memory by virtue 
of newer formed schemata
o Reconsolidation is very useful if we want to update our 

knowledge because previous learning is now irrelevant 
--

oHowever, it can impair memory for the 
information learned originally
o Do you remember the park you used to play at as a 

child growing up?
o Likely if you ask your parents they’ll remember at least 

one detail very differently, even though it was your fav 
park and you were there all the time as a kid
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Cross-cued effects
⎯All people in the same cohesive group remember 
events from the same perspective

⎯Transformation from I-perspective to We-
perspective with shift from more tangible goal-
specific outcome to Group-driven (abstract) 
outcome

⎯Ex: Planning an assignment (who is responsible 
for which task?)
⎯ Cognitive bonus = potential to get more done 

(multiplicative outcomes)
⎯ Cognitive deficit = potential to slack off and get 

nothing at all done!

Stasson, M. F., Bradshaw, S. D. (1995). Explanations of 
individual-group performance differences: What sort of 'bonus' 
can be gained through group interaction?. Small Group 
Research. 26(2), 296-308. doi:10.1177/1046496495262007

Task:

⎯Observed that participants drew on their 
individual memories to solve a collective problem

⎯Individual memories and knowledge helped fill in 
the gaps and missing points in other people’s 
perspective of the same situation

⎯Together a collective representation of the 
problem was developed

I ain’t crazy buddies!
In Independence Day 
world it totes makes 
sense!!
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What does the research state?
Psychotherapy: Gestalt phenomenology most influential, e.g., emotion focused 
techniques such as Focusing, other approaches include play therapy, psycho-drama –
Remember the event of trauma by “imagining walking through that house again…”

Health psychology: Health intervention focused around enacting sensorimotor 
system (e.g., act of flossing, Gangi, Sherman & White, 2011, Psychology & Health; 
anger management)

Education: Experiential learning → research suggests coupling academic + action-
oriented learning facilitates deeper understanding

Sport psychology: Evidence that playing the sport can help one become a better 
referee despite equal conceptual knowledge of that sport
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The counter-argument in recall research 
(and beyond) - Aka what were these dudes smoking?
EC a very controversial theory!! Many 
scientists/academics dismiss it outright and 
any EC arguments must be carefully 
considered

One scientist who got fed up: “All EC researchers can 
remember their mothers’ names, their favorite 
toothpastes, and their fifth-grade teachers. They can 
discriminate toucans and penguins and appreciate 
that neither is very “birdy.” They should also 
appreciate that embodied cognition cannot logically 
explain these basic aspects of mental life.” Goldinger
et al 2016, Psychonomic Bulletin & Review

Some researchers propose a middle ground… 
i.e., cognition processed via traditional model 
whilst still grounded in environment

Appraisal:

❑Placing cognition at the center of an event, allows us 
to consider multiple factors; not just thinking in the 
‘black box’

❑Contributes in a novel way to debate around 
connectionism v computationalism and is overall an 
‘interesting idea’ to ponder

❑Much criticism, i.e. A-not-B error could in fact relate to 
traditional cognitive process (multiple explanations)

❑Yet EC is more applicable when studying novel types of 
cognition (i.e., VR avatars & locomotion in robotics)
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